ROBERT CARON AFFIDAVIT OCTOBER 14 2019
My name is Robert Caron. I am of sound mind and body. I hereby make the following statement
of my own free will, recognizing a penalty for perjury could be imposed if I do not tell the Truth.
I began a career in the Intelligence Community starting out in the CIA and performed work in the
Treasury Department in conventional, clandestine and unreported formats during the Reagan
Administration through the George H. W. Bush Administration and the first part of the Clinton
Administration until I covertly resigned of my own free will in 1993. Please see attachments.
I entered Intelligence in technology analysis, development and procurement, continued on to
field assessments, mission support, economic impact projections and result pathway pattern
analysis whereby I was chosen to customize and implement analysis tools I developed along with
field operators I assembled, to conduct internal investigations between foreign entities and
United States Agency personnel that involved some domestic review of personnel and practices.
At this juncture I was working with a special operations team President George H. W. Bush
formed, referred to as the SSG (Special Situations Group). Please see attachments.
The SSG internal investigative unit was highly specialized and worked outside of the usual
compartmentalized government structure, which enabled our group to quickly understand the
functions and processes to navigate between critical U.S. Government Departments and
Agencies necessary to carry out our investigations, and then engage oversight procedures from
the crossover departments to expose irregularities and in some cases corruption.
IC Agents from Unreported Assets, ”Dark ops” or “Black ops” working in Command positions or
strategic planning or technology support usually have to glean a coherent understanding of
government nuances and procedural mechanics, valuable in learning how to navigate and invoke
action, and those of us who supported operations at Black Sites or Black Bases, whereby we had
to coordinate USG and Outside of Government Entities and Resources, have an even Better
Vantage Point + rolodexes of highly functioning situationally and tactically aware Forces and
Subject Matter Experts, enabling us to achieve much better investigation results because of our
inherent protocol to critically think out situations based upon FACTUAL INPUT and our contacts.
Our methods would create an urgency for Government employees to rollover on parties they
worked with who were complicit, before these whistleblowers themselves were implicated for
simply being in the same department or following orders, thus expediting our investigations.
My extensive hands on experience with technologies and the role I played in conducting internal
U.S. Government investigations and audits, I am told was a motivating factor for a mutual friend
of Lt. General Flynn to try to connect us when General Flynn left USG in 2014 and made his
announcement about the Intelligence Agencies being politicized and weaponized against our
Forces and consequentially The American People. Please see attachment.

At that juncture during 2014 I did not take the allegations by the mutual friend of General Flynn
as seriously as I should have that such a wide spread effort between Democrats, Republicans,
global Intelligence Agencies, media and foreign actors such as George Soros were teamed up
together, so I initially declined.
I was not naïve about rogue opportunists and the fiefdoms that exist in the Intelligence
Community, that occasionally may involve senior Intelligence Officers (FBI, CIA, DIA, NSA etc.),
Flag Officers, members of Congress, bankers and attorneys or personnel from defense
contracting companies, mostly formed for financial gain, but those were usually anomalies.
I also had pursued a career in infectious disease control and had committed my schedule to that
project, although IF I had at that moment received corroborated evidence of the vast joint effort
between high ranking rogues from our U.S. Government, hostile individual foreigners (such as
George Soros and oligarchs) and bad foreign State actors seeking to override the WILL OF THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE and hijack our resources, I certainly would have accepted the invitation in
2014 to join the former Intelligence Community PATRIOTS right then and there.
Upon receiving incontrovertible physical evidence of the magnitude of the corruption and
dilapidation of our surveillance infrastructure, in 2016 I capitulated and agreed to work on a
volunteer basis and assemble some of the Team who worked with me in covert internal
investigations, for the purpose of collecting information and assembling former IC Personnel and
Assets to conduct an outside investigation of treasonous actions against the United States and a
number of crimes that include but are not limited to unlawful surveillance by incumbent and
holdover Obama administration officials while granting Foreign State Actors access to USG
surveillance facilities, conspiracy, defrauding the American People, Federal election tampering,
manipulation including the deliberate altering and suppression of Intelligence, obstruction of
justice and multiple additional violations. Please see volumes of attachments that comprise a
fraction of Reports on the crimes committed by former Obama administration officials, we
produced along with incontrovertible physical evidence that is easily corroborated and telling
of the overwhelming corruption and conspiracy that Attorney General Barr speaks of
concerning the concerted efforts of USG personnel who refer to themselves as the “Resistance”.
I was supportive of General Flynn in 2014 and how he boldly exposed USG manipulation of
Intelligence, and on occasion had been in close proximity to him or projects but was not publicly
introduced to General Flynn until 2016 whereby I voluntarily assisted the Campaign by giving
advice, making introductions and producing a critical thinking operation to resolve problems I
entitled Operation American Sovereignty Is Secure (OASIS). Please see attachments.
When I officially covertly resigned from USG in 1993 I was immediately engaged by President
Bush 41 as a consultant which led to me being elected CEO and President of three companies the
family members of President George H. W. Bush and former Secretary of State James Baker
owned in addition to former Intelligence Officers, Military, Bankers and Attorneys also owned or
were affiliated. Please see attachments.

I was elected CEO or President of these three companies that partially owned or joint ventured
with a minimum of 16 additional companies, and during that 8 year period I learned the dynamics
and power equations from the battles between the globalist financial schisms and their
codependency each of them has with the USG, the greatest financial power on earth.
This put me and the Team I LEGALLY brought with me from U.S. Government in a unique and
fortuitous place as we built the telecommunications and security companies, because we were
conducting much of the same technology transactions by building out key components of the
global Internet and enhancing Five Eyes and the surveillance collection expansion points within
the private sector commercial space globally, requiring us to interact with top level foreign
governments, telecom companies and banks, just as we were doing in U.S. Government but
without the personal secrecy agreements each of us often were required to enter for some
projects, and without the slow moving compartmentalized structure.
This allows several of us who are in this hybrid space to talk about and testify about situations
that pertain to subject matters here without divulging Classified information or breaching any
type of USG confidentiality protocol including any type of tradecraft, because we simply will be
recounting what we did in the private sector subject to public scrutiny, and relationships thereof.
I will not break MY OATH by going into detail about any duties, operations, interfaces, personnel,
locations, dates, names, equipment, departments or tradecraft or sources and methods except
what I am stating herein that has to do with my outside of Government work or information
that has already been publicly referenced unless granted permission by President Trump, CIA
Director Haspell, Treasury Department or appropriate United States Agency in writing.
What I am stating herein comports to those categories or is what has already been found through
FOIA, some of which I or my associates encouraged outside lawyers to file suits accordingly, as
this was OUR DUTY, without purposefully putting details or classified information out in public
but rather for the purpose of broaching subject matters that pertain to crimes by the former
administration or publicized in civil litigation or news media through sources besides myself or
that I gleaned when essentially carrying out some of the same duties when employed in the
private sector telecommunications and security companies owned by Political Families, former
Intelligence Officers, Military, attorneys and bankers, WHICH WOULD MEAN IF ANY OF THE
INFORMATION THAT WAS SHARED WITH ME WAS NOT APPROPRIATE TO BE SHARED, THEN THE
SOURCES WHICH INCLUDE ALL OF THE ABOVE WOULD ALSO HAVE CULPABILITY.
The potential threats to our National Security are so severe, the DOJ, FBI and EVERY MEMBER
OF CONGRESS, Republicans and Democrats should welcome the whistleblowers coming forward
instead of instantly trying to find ways to discredit them or interfere with their testimonies.
Conversely ALL WHISTLEBLOWERS should be subject to scrutiny by both Democrats and
Republicans, enabling every U.S. Citizen including the President of the United States to be able
to confront their accusers within a fair trial setting, however, because the House denied President
Trump a fair trial according to our Constitution, the sham impeachment should be expunged.

Those of us who worked in higher levels of U.S. Government Intelligence, whether conventional
or unreported operations or any specially formed Task Force such as SSG, that President 41
formed and deployed, are in unique positions because of relationships with the highest ranks of
U.S. Agencies, foreign Intel agencies and governments, and companies, and reinforces our
credibility to testify as experts and produce reports for the DOJ, FBI and Congress.
Accordingly, without giving away sources and methods, all transactions have to be conducted
with the utmost LOYALTY, PRECISION AND INTEGRITY, making us some of the best qualified to
effectuate reliable investigations because of this experience and our strict adherence to rules
of procedure plus access to global intelligence resources, so feeling an obligation to do my part
to assist these brave Patriots risking their careers or worse, I began referring IOs and Agents, and
Information Resources and exchanging that information lawfully at drop points via both out of
band and conventional communications, while calling on attorneys to ensure legal compliance.
Some holdovers who are in opposition to our President and our Constitution, possibly
documented me interacting with members of USG including IC and Congress, and exchanging
information by various means but the content of every exchange was LEGAL and had to do with
the reporting of crimes of the former administration including holdovers or ideological
sympathizers thereof.
Multiple former USG Officials and Insider Personnel including CIA, DIA, NSA, FBI, DOJ, DoS, DoD,
Treasury Department, Military Intelligence, NSC, ODNI, Office of Net Assessment, NSD, NARA,
DoE, Washington Headquarter Services and several more are cooperating and some are
assembling in groups such as JTF MAGA, ALPHA GROUP, VIPS, REDTEAM and various secret
Associations to expose the wide spread criminal activity.
The main group I participate in strictly follows the same procedures as the FBI is supposed to
follow when conducting an investigation by gathering facts to construct an articulable factual
basis and form a criminal predicate per offense comprised of incontrovertible physical evidence.
A lot of people in Congress and Washington Departments, even those who support our President
and who are fully aware of the corruption will try to play this down because of pressure by their
supporters, future job opportunities, blackmail and bribes, so accordingly I thought because of
the complexity of this matter I should start with a preamble and include an evidentiary record to
make the affidavit more coherent and to provide information about the positive culture change
taking place (but there is much more work to do) and some personal information about myself.
I STATE FOR THE RECORD THE FOLLOWING Categorized by summary headings.
My role informing the Trump Campaign about parties spying and sabotaging the Campaign
including planned attacks against Donald J. Trump and Michael T. Flynn
•

I have first hand knowledge of events leading up to the indictment and the continued
attempted prosecution of General Michael T. Flynn.

•

I have first hand knowledge former members of the United States Government, in a
shocking and egregious display of elitist superiority complexes, abused their power and
used their positions as U.S. Government officials to deceive and manipulate Federal
Courts, Intelligence Agencies, Congress, the media and the American voters, mostly for
self enrichment but some for ideologies.

•

I have first hand knowledge some of the same parties for decades have made a mockery
of our Courts, Law Enforcement Institutions and procedures established to protect our
civil rights, for their own selfish career and political aspirations, financial gain, attempts
to evade prosecution and to avoid public disgrace, without regard to the innocent people
they hurt or the harm they cause society.

•

On or about November 1, 2016 I was working on a project in Norfolk, Virginia with Joshua
Macias, a member of the United States Navy, when a gentleman from the NSA phoned
one of my devices to inform me of three major events.
1.

A wide scale operation being led by United Kingdom current and former GCHQ
and MI6 personnel, and involving current and former government personnel and
private sector individuals from Ukraine, Italy, Turkey, Australia, New Zealand,
Romania and Russia (supposedly oligarchs and rogue former agents neither
authorized by nor secretly deployed from the Kremlin but instead engaged as
contractors by the UK) for the purpose of rigging the 2016 election against Donald
Trump and in favor of Hillary Clinton.
Blaming Russia was the continued focus of the complicit officials because of
extensive criminal transactions between the Obama administration including but
not limited to Hillary Clinton; that has been detailed in attachments hereto
including the illegal and treasonous quid pro quo effectuated by pushing the
uranium transactions through with a circular money trail to the Clintons.

2.

The Trump Campaign had been infiltrated by spies and the NSA friends were
aware of 3 individuals at least, who were somehow involved; 1) Stefan Halper who
they purported to have recordings of communications with 8 parties; Richard
Dearlove the former director of MI6, Christopher Steele a former operator for MI6
who was a Russia specialist, and multiple parties, and from those collections and
activities of Stefan Halper they monitored, they confirmed he definitely was spying
on and trying to sabotage the Trump Campaign; 2.) Camillo Sandoval whose
computer at the Trump Tower on 5th Avenue in New York, was being used to
transmit sensitive data about the Campaign outside of their Campaign
Headquarters; and 3) A third name whose Identity I was asked to not yet share
due to his cooperation in this ongoing case.

3.

Foreign Intelligence Personnel were collecting data on Trump Campaign
Members, who include President Donald Trump and General Michael T. Flynn,
their family members and associates, utilizing Five Eyes Surveillance network base
framework and spurs thereof, and making access available to outside of
government parties such as George Soros, for the purpose of sabotaging the
Trump Campaign and General Flynn because influential factions within Ukraine,
Italy and the UK desired Hillary Clinton to be President and because General Flynn
also represented a threat to that objective; the NSA caller mentioned the foreign
bad actors were concerned about the effort they thought General Flynn had been
leading to arrest Hillary Clinton and his threat to their goals.

•

The party from the NSA was emphatic I had to personally deliver the information to
General Flynn or David Bossie but that I was not to text, email or talk on voice
communications of any type unless to a person I trusted in New York City who I could
communicate with in out of band communications and could deliver the information that
day, and who was not connected to the Trump Campaign, to minimize the chance of any
opposition intercepting the communication.

•

The NSA friend was insistent the Trump Tower communications were compromised.

•

I first tried to phone General Flynn to set an appointment.

•

I then phoned David Bossie who answered and made an appointment that night.

•

Joshua Macias drove me to Norfolk international Airport ORF.

•

I asked Joshua Macias to share with a trusted U.S. Military Officer or IC Officer from our
group, a general summary of the information I received from the NSA associate so we
could document the call and subsequent events, should the NSA caller be compromised
or if anything negative went down from delivering the message to the Trump Campaign.

•

The NSA caller assured me the information had been shared with the proper parties at
the DOJ and FBI and I remember him saying the IC was apprised generally and regardless
of the problems over there, they would have to act on this foreign attack led by the UK,
Russian, Ukrainian and Italian high ranking government rogues or the States themselves.

•

I immediately, on or about November 1, 2016 flew from Norfolk, Virginia ORF to La
Guardia LGA New York City, New York then received a ride to the Trump Tower at 721
Fifth Avenue, New York City, New York.

•

I met with David Bossie on that day on or about 8:30 PM Eastern, November 1, 2016,
about one week prior to the 2016 Presidential Election.

•

I shared with David Bossie the information comprised of the aforementioned 3 events the
associate from the NSA shared with me but focused mostly on the issue that the Trump
Tower, Donald Trump, His Family, associates, employees, General Michael T. Flynn and
all of the Campaign Staff including David Bossie, were being surveilled and all of their
communications were compromised by multiple foreign State actors or high ranking
officials who had gone rogue that supposedly UK high ranking officials were orchestrating.

•

At that juncture I was not yet apprised of who was pulling the strings and I was not aware
that our own high ranking rogues John Brennan, James Comey, Sally Yates, Susan Rice,
Andrew McCabe, Peter Strzok, James Clapper, John Carlin, Samantha Power, Evelyn
Farkas, Bill Priestap, Andrew Weissmann and many more from the FBI, DOJ, Department
of State and CIA along with multiple USG personnel both Republican and Democrat, were
conspiring against Candidate Trump and paying Stefan Halper to spy on the Campaign.

•

If I had been informed that the United States Government was spying on Candidate
Trump, General Flynn and the Trump Campaign, because of the highly serious nature that
would justify such a transgression against a Presidential Candidate, I would not have
shared the information about the spies placed in the Trump Tower or surveillance on the
Trump Campaign but I thought they had been working for foreign State actors.

•

I informed Mr. Bossie there were sensitive communications being transmitted out of the
Trump Tower via a computer used by Camillo Sandoval, although the party from the NSA
was unclear if Mr. Sandoval was the only user of that computer.

•

I then informed Mr. Bossie about a party named Stefan Halper who was a spy for the
United Kingdom and a shared asset of the U.S. who was sent to both spy and sabotage
the Trump Campaign according to communications that had been intercepted by NSA
personnel according to the NSA representative who phoned me that day.

•

The reply from Mr. Bossie was that there was only a week before the election and
anything he did could disrupt the Campaign but that he was going to immediately look
into what I submitted to him.

•

About a couple of weeks later, Joshua Macias confirmed he had shared the information
with Admiral Chuck Kubic.

•

Admiral Kubic sent a message to me that I should provide information to Devin Nunes,
Cash Patel and parties regarding this matter and anything of substance our group works
on.

•

Accordingly, I along with associates began bringing more information to Congressional
Committees and particularly Devin Nunes via various couriers.

•

We submitted information about the aforementioned to the Executive Branch, Congress,
the DOJ, FBI, CIA, NSC, NSD, NARA, DIA, various IGs and multiple oversight UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT Departments and Agencies.

WITNESSES
Robert Caron
Joshua Macias
Admiral Chuck Kubic
David Bossie
NSA Informants
Per the request of members from the Intelligence Community I assembled parties I previously
worked with to collect data and conduct an outside investigation into the whole mess unfolding
in the media which incontrovertible physical evidence including documentary (paper hardcopy
and digital video, audio and text) and forensic, and corroborated testimonial evidence by
credible witnesses, proves a shocking and egregious abuse of power by former members of the
FBI, DOJ, CIA, NSC, Department of State, DNI, Congress, and various USG Officials, and
constitutes sufficient hard evidence to completely clear Candidate and President Trump from
all allegations, and to set aside judgment against General Mike Flynn, for the introduction of
the NEW EVIDENCE in addition to the EXCULPATORY EVIDENCE illegally withheld by the FBI.
The following are excerpts relevant to showing there never was any articulable factual basis
required by FBI standards to form a criminal predicate to launch any investigation concerning
either Donald Trump or Michael Flynn, but instead proved there was a real conspiracy against
both President Trump and General Flynn and exculpatory evidence that should have immediately
been put into record and each of them cleared.
Then because of the abundance of incontrovertible physical and testimonial evidence, processes
should have ensued by the Jeff Sessions and Rod Rosenstein DOJ and FBI to indict multiple
officials from the Obama administration, journalists who met and conspired with the USG bad
actors, and parties from the private sector, domestic and foreign, some of whom worked with
George Soros, who led a coup against our President and our U.S. Constitution.
There was more than enough evidence resolving the need for any further counterfeit
investigations costing American taxpayers money, and by contrast if there had been any real
threat by anyone, the FBI should have immediately invoked a full Defensive Briefing to protect
both President Trump and the sensitive Intelligence a Presidential candidate receives.
However, instead there was an attempt at a massive cover up and according to Good Intelligence
opposition members are planning attacks against every family member of President Trump and
every vocal member of the Trump Administration and the Patriots who are leading the charge
against the corruption of the prior Obama, Biden, Clinton era, that is continuing until the Trump
Administration takes AGGRESSIVE LEGAL ACTION. PLEASE SEE THE JOINT PATRIOT REPORT:

